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 Objectives 

Progression within the industry through continued utilization and augmentation of current skills and 
knowledge in quality assurance; delivering a solid consumer product. 

Experience 

Quality Assurance Tester (June 2009 – June 2010) ABC Inc. (Any Town, NY) 

- Tested various software projects.  Also tested websites. 
- Gave input and suggestions for design improvements on software projects. 

- Researched various service and billing rules and policies issued by state agencies for 
incorporation into software. 

- Imparted Trainings. 
- Provided customer support. Many customer issues were complex and involved research for 

resolution. 

 
Quality Assurance Tester (November 2008 – March 2009) XYZ Corp. (Any Town, NY) 

- Active participant in the auditing process of all Transformation Project documentation both 
internal and from vendors. 

- Automation of all testing modules. 

- Performing QA  process before products go online. 
 

Quality Assurance Tester (August 2008 – November 2008) BCD Inc. (Any Town, NY) 

- Reviewed business and functional requirements in order to develop project plans, test plans, and 
test cases. 

- Worked closely with project managers and developers to track project milestones and code 

drops. 
- Created and executed detailed test cases and track defects. 
- Performed both manual and automated testing during smoke, functional and regression test 

phases. 
- Responsible for three onsite and three offshore QA testers.  

- Coordinated with Network Engineering to define the test data required. 
- Worked closely with performance team members to create high volume test data for stress 

testing. 
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Bachelor of Science, IT            

Arizona State University,  Tempe 

Skills 

- Experience with testing software on various systems in professional environments. 
- Microsoft Office: Word, Excel, Outlook 
- Internet: Search Engines, Network websites, Email  
- Working knowledge of QA terminology and methods. 
- Capable of working independently or cooperatively. 

- Flexible and open to learning any methods as the situation requires. 
- Adaptable to any situation as needed. 

 

 


